Service Overlay Networks (SONs) allow virtual operators to create and deploy value-added Internet services with Quality of Service guarantees, while leaving the underlying network infrastructure unchanged. The deployment of a SON can be very expensive, and hence its planning requires careful decisions, including the overlay nodes' placement and the capacity provisioning of the access links that connect the end-users to the SON infrastructure.
Introduction
The extraordinary success of the Internet has brought us fresh new challenges. Many applications have emerged with Quality of Service (QoS) requirements that are very different from those for which the Internet was originally designed.
Service Overlay Networks (SONs) have been recently introduced as an effective way to provide endto-end QoS guarantees without any changes in the underlying Internet structure [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] .
A SON is an application-layer network built on top of the traditional IP-layer networks. In general, the SON is operated by a third-party ISP that owns a set of overlay nodes residing in the underlying ISP domains. These overlay nodes perform service-specific data forwarding and control functions, and are interconnected by virtual overlay links which correspond to one or more IP-layer links [1] .
The service overlay architecture is based on business relationships between the SON, the underlying ISPs, and the users. The SON establishes bilateral service level agreements with the individual underlying ISPs to install overlay nodes and purchase the bandwidth needed for serving its users. On the other hand, the users subscribe to SON services, which will be guaranteed regardless of how many IP domains are crossed by the users' connection. The SON gains from users' subscriptions. Although the quality requirements that a SON must satisfy may be different (e.g., bandwidth, delay, delay jitter, packet loss), we assume they are mapped to an equivalent bandwidth [1, 6] . To assure the bandwidth for the SON, the underlying ISPs have several technical options: they can lease a transmission line to the SON, use bandwidth reservation mechanisms or create a separate Label Switched Path if MPLS [7] is available in their networks.
Obviously, the deployment of Service Overlay Networks can be a capital-intensive investment. It is therefore imperative to develop network design tools that consider the cost recovery issue for a SON. The main costs of SON deployment include the overlay nodes installation cost and the cost of the bandwidth that the SON must purchase from the underlying network domains to support its services.
The topology design problem for Service Overlay Networks is considered by very few works [6, 8, 9, 10] which make several limiting assumptions: (1) the number and location of overlay nodes are predetermined, while the overlay nodes placement is a critical issue in the deployment of the SON architecture, (2) the capacities of overlay nodes are unlimited, thus assuming that the underlying ISPs will always be able to provide bandwidth to the SON, and (3) only small network instances are considered, with a limited number of connections and overlay nodes.
In this paper we overcome these limitations by first proposing a novel Integer Linear Programming model for the overlay network design problem which selects the optimal number and position of overlay nodes, the capacity reserved on each overlay link as well as the optimal routing of incoming traffic demands.
Since such model can be solved to the optimum only for small network instances, a practical approach is to employ heuristic algorithms that can find good solutions within a reasonable amount of computation time.
Neighborhood search algorithms are a wide class of improvement algorithms that find at each iteration an improving solution by searching the "neighborhood" of the current solution. The larger the neighborhood, the better is the quality of locally optimal solutions. At the same time, the larger the neighborhood, the longer it takes to search it at each iteration. For this reason, a larger neighborhood does not necessarily produce a more effective heuristic unless one can search it in a very efficient manner. A very large-scale neighborhood search is a technique in which the size of the neighborhood is "very large" with respect to the size of the input data.
To solve very large instances of the SON design problem, we further propose a novel and efficient tabu search based approach that uses polynomial size and very large-scale neighborhoods. A very largescale neighborhood search is used to improve the best solution found by tabu search, widening the set of explored solutions; it can therefore be seen as a diversification step for the tabu search. Our approach is novel in that it combines tabu search and very large-scale neighborhood search, which represents in itself a contribution of our paper for both the network design and the Hub Location problem (which is a special case of our problem).
We provide numerical results for a set of realistic and very large-size instances, including real ISP topologies, and investigate the impact of different parameters on the SON design problem, such as number and installation cost of overlay nodes, bandwidth costs and traffic demands. The numerical results we gathered show that our heuristic obtains good solutions even for large-scale instances in a short computation time. Furthermore, in small-size network scenarios the proposed heuristic performs very close to the optimal solution provided by the integer model.
The main contributions of this paper can therefore be summarized as follows:
• a novel Integer Linear Programming model for the Service Overlay Network design problem that jointly optimizes the overlay topology as well as the traffic routing.
• A novel and efficient heuristic that obtains good solutions for very large-scale instances in a reasonable computation time; such heuristic is based on a new approach that combines tabu search and a very large-scale neighborhood search.
• An extensive performance evaluation of the proposed network design framework in several realistic scenarios, including real ISP topologies.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related work, while Section 3 presents the SON design model. Section 4 defines the polynomial size and very large-scale neighborhoods considered in this work, as well as the methods used to search them efficiently. Section 5 introduces the proposed heuristic that finds good solutions to the SON design problem. Section 6 presents numerical results that show the effect of different parameters on the characteristics of the planned network. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
Related Work
The network design problem has been considered in different contexts, such as wired backbone networks [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] , wireless networks [22, 23] and recently Service Overlay Networks [6, 8, 9, 10, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] . The problem consists in deciding the number and position of the network nodes, the links between such nodes and the capacity installed on each link, as well as the traffic routing.
The overlay node placement problem is addressed in [26, 27, 28] . In [26] the authors consider how to place service nodes optimally in a network, balancing the need to minimize the number of nodes while limiting the distance between users and service nodes. This work, however, only proposes optimization algorithms for the uncapacitated version of the coverage problem. The work in [27] focuses on designing an overlay network that maximizes the number of unicast and multicast connections with deterministic delay requirements, without considering link costs. Finally, the overlay node placement problem is investigated in [28] to improve routing reliability and TCP performance. This paper, however, assumes that overlay nodes have infinite capacities, and does not take into account the costs involved in the deployment of the overlay network.
A similar problem is considered in [8] , where end-systems and overlay nodes are connected through ISPs that support bandwidth reservations; large-size network topologies are solved using simulated annealing. However, this work formulates the design problem assuming that locations of overlay nodes are given and there are no capacity constraints on overlay nodes.
The work in [29] considers a generalized cost model in the formulation of the design problem, and provides both exact and approximate solutions.
A generalized framework for the SON design problem is proposed in [30] where different characteristics are considered: 1) single-homed/multi-homed end-systems 2) usage-based/fixed cost model and 3) capacitated/uncapacitated networks. Optimal and approximation algorithms are also provided.
Dynamic topology design frameworks for SONs are introduced in [6, 9, 10, 24, 25] . In [6] , an adaptive framework for the design of overlay networks is presented to ensure inter-domain QoS, and several heuristics are proposed to solve the least-cost topology design problem. Another set of heuristics for SON design is proposed in [9] ; these heuristics aim to construct an overlay topology maintaining the connectivity between overlay nodes under various IP-layer path failure scenarios.
Reference [24] deals with dynamic topology construction to adapt to the underlying network topology changes. An architecture for topology-aware overlay networks is proposed to enhance the availability and performance of end-to-end applications by exploring the dependency between overlay paths. Several clustering-based heuristics for overlay node placement and a routing mechanism are also introduced.
The dynamic overlay network reconfiguration issue is addressed in [25] , where the main goal is to find the optimal reconfiguration policies that can both accommodate time-varying communication requirements and minimize the total overlay network cost.
Two heuristics, based on the linear relaxation of an ILP model and randomized rounding, are proposed in [10] for the SON design problem. However, such algorithms solve only small and medium-size instances, since optimizing large-scale SON topologies with such approach is too cumbersome both from the computational and memory occupation point of view.
The problem of designing survivable communication networks (i.e., networks that are still functional after the failure of certain network components) is investigated in [15] , where the authors introduce a general model that includes the minimum spanning tree, Steiner tree and minimum cost k-connected network design problems, as well as heuristics that work well with such problems.
Bley et al. [17, 18] study the network design problem with survivability constraints, and present mixed-integer programming approaches for traffic engineering and network design problems with nonbifurcated shortest path routing and a modular link and node hardware model. Furthermore, both a mathematical optimization model and a Lagrangian relaxation approach are presented in [19] for the integrated network design and routing problem in IP networks. Such problem consists in deciding simultaneously the network's topology, node and link capacities, along with the routing weights which determine the traffic flows. The objective is to minimize the overall network cost.
The network design problem is an attractive candidate for integer programming decomposition due to its embedded network flow structure. Benders decomposition for the uncapacitated network design problem (called also fixed-charge problem) has been studied in [16] , and its potential flexibility is also illustrated therein. In particular, the authors illustrate their computational experience in using Benders decomposition with a dual ascent and variable elimination preprocessing procedure to solve the uncapacitated network design problem with several binary and continuous variables.
A family of dual-ascent algorithms for the uncapacitated network design problem is developed in [20] . In particular, Balakrishnan et al. [20] present a dual-ascent procedure which, in conjunction with an add-drop heuristic, is capable of efficiently solving realistic-size instances of less-than-truckload consolidation problems. The authors demonstrate the computational advantages of using the more disaggregate multicommodity flow formulation for the uncapacitated network design problem.
In summary, the most recent works dealing with the topology design problem in telecommunication networks [6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] are less general than our current work since they consider at least one of the following special cases: 1) the number and location of overlay nodes are pre-determined, 2) there are no capacity constraints on overlay nodes, and 3) only small and medium-size topologies are considered, with a limited number of connections and overlay nodes. In this work, on the contrary, we take into consideration all these issues in the formulation of the overlay network design problem.
Furthermore, none of the above works uses very large-scale neighborhood search techniques to solve the SON design problem. A survey of such techniques can be found in [31, 32] .
Service Overlay Network Design Model
In this section, we introduce a mathematical formulation of the Minimum Cost SON Design (MCSD) problem that jointly optimizes the users' traffic routing and the overlay network topology, in terms of the number and location of the overlay nodes, as well as of the capacity reserved on each overlay link.
A common approach to such problem is to consider feasible positions of traffic concentration points in the service area (Test Points, TPs), which exchange traffic among themselves, and feasible positions where overlay nodes can be installed (Candidate Sites, CSs) [11] . Each TP can represent a single network user or a centroid of a discrete/continuous traffic distribution, according to the planning scenario. The placement of TPs depends on the expected traffic distribution, while the placement of CSs depends on the underlying network topology and the agreements of the SON operator with the ISPs. Although the concept of test point is distinguished from end-user (formally, the end-user is the traffic generation agent that is placed in a TP), we use the two terms as synonyms throughout the paper.
Let S = {1, 2 . . . , m} denote the set of CSs and I = {1, 2 . . . , n} the set of TPs. The cost associated with installing an overlay node in CS j is denoted by c I j ; c B jl denotes the cost for the SON operator to buy one bandwidth unit between CSs j and l from the underlying ISPs, and c A ij is the access cost per bandwidth unit required between TP i and CS j; finally, c E jk represents the cost per bandwidth unit for the traffic transmitted on the egress link between CS j and TP k ∈ I. An egress link is a link that connects an overlay node j to a test point k, carrying a positive amount of flow destined for k, i.e. traffic that is leaving the SON.
The traffic generated by TP i towards TP k is given by the parameter w ik , i, k ∈ I. In the following we assume that all the quality parameters requested by incoming traffic can be controlled by defining an equivalent flow bandwidth requirement as discussed in [33, 34] . This assumption allows us to focus only on bandwidth constraints.
The maximum access capacity of overlay node j is denoted by Γ j , which restricts the volume of the total traffic flow incoming from the test points that are assigned to such overlay node. To simplify the notation, we define o i = k∈I w ik and d i = k∈I w ki , which represent, respectively, the total traffic originating from and destined for TP i.
According to the geographic location of TPs and CSs, and the underlying physical topology, the following connectivity parameters can be calculated.
Let a ij , i ∈ I, j ∈ S denote the test point coverage parameters:
a ij = 1 if TP i can access the SON through an overlay node installed in CS j 0 otherwise
Obviously, a ij depends on the proximity of TP i to CS j, that is on the access coverage provided by the SON operator with CS j through agreements with local network operators.
Moreover, let b jl , j, l ∈ S denote the connectivity parameters between two different CSs, which may depend on the proximity of the overlay nodes j and l in the underlay network, as well as on the agreements between the SON and the different ISPs:
if CSs j and l can be connected with an overlay link 0 otherwise Decision variables of the problem include overlay nodes' installation variables z j , j ∈ S: z j = 1 if an overlay node is installed in CS j 0 otherwise TP assignment variables x ij , i ∈ I, j ∈ S:
x ij = 1 if TP i is assigned to an overlay node installed in CS j 0 otherwise and finally flow variables f i jl , which are introduced only if b jl = 1, and denote the traffic flow originating from TP i ∈ I and routed on link (j, l).
Given the above parameters and variables, the Minimum Cost SON Design (MCSD) problem can be formulated as follows:
The objective function (1) imposes the minimization of the sum of the nodes' installation costs and the flow transportation costs (access, egress and transport costs). Constraints (2) and (3) dictate that each test point is assigned to one overlay node subject to the test point coverage parameters. Constraints (4) require that the access capacity of each overlay node is not violated. Constraints (5) are the flow conservation equations at the overlay nodes; more specifically, the left-hand side of constraints (5), l∈S f i jl , represents the total traffic originated at TP i going out of CS j, while the right-hand side represents the total traffic entering in CS j, and it is composed of two terms: l∈S f i lj is the total incoming traffic (originated at TP i) that arrives from other CSs, while the second term, o i x ij − k∈I w ik x kj , is the total traffic injected in CS j by the i-th TP. This latter is computed by subtracting from the total traffic originated in i (o i ) all the local traffic, k∈I w ik x kj , i.e., all traffic that is destined for all TPs k that are connected to the same CS j. Finally, constraints (6) and (7) are integrality and non-negative constraints on the problem variables.
Note that capacity over-provisioning is one of the most widely accepted dimensioning criterion for providing QoS in the Internet backbone. For this reason, we do not consider capacity bounds for the SON backbone links since we assume that enough capacity is always available between overlay nodes. However, it is easy to extend the MCSD model taking into account also overlay link capacities, simply introducing the following constraints:
where U jl represents the capacity of overlay link (j, l). Finally, we observe that the above model is NP-hard since it includes the Hub Location problem as special case (see Hamacher et al. [35] ).
In the MCSD model we consider bifurcated routing since we assume that test points represent traffic concentration points, as explained before, which correspond to aggregates of single network users. Therefore, the traffic aggregate originating from a TP can be split by the SON operator over multiple paths without impacting on the performance of single users' connections.
Neighborhoods Definition
The MCSD model defined in Section 3 can be solved in a reasonable computation time only for small network instances, as we will show in the numerical results section. Furthermore, the overlay traffic pattern is quite fluctuating and changes on relatively short timescales during the operation of an overlay network [6, 36] . Hence, there is a need for redesigning quite frequently the virtual topology of the SON, rerouting the traffic accordingly [6] . Therefore, in the following we describe the proposed heuristic for solving the Minimum Cost SON Design problem (named TS-MCSD), which is based on a tabu search approach.
In TS-MCSD, the SON design problem is split into two subproblems: a location problem, in which it is decided where the overlay nodes should be installed, and an allocation problem, in which it is determined to which overlay node each test point should be allocated. The rationale of this approach is that a neighborhood search both on the location and the allocation problem would be too expensive in terms of computational effort.
Since TS-MCSD is based on the concept of search in the neighborhood of a given solution, in this section we define the neighborhoods considered in our work and the techniques used to search them efficiently. Then we proceed by illustrating in detail the TS-MCSD heuristic (Section 5).
We consider two types of neighborhoods: polynomial size and very large-scale neighborhoods. The first neighborhood is applied both to the location and to the allocation problem. The very large-scale neighborhood is applied only to the allocation problem, as we will explain later in this section.
Polynomial Size Neighborhoods
We define two polynomial size neighborhoods: the first is considered for the location problem, while the second for the allocation problem.
Polynomial Size Location Neighborhood (PSLN)
For the location problem, given a set of installed overlay nodes N , the neighborhood is generated by applying three moves:
• m1: remove one overlay node from N , i.e. close one overlay node;
• m2: add a candidate overlay node to N , i.e. install a new overlay node;
• m3: swap an overlay node in the set N with an overlay node which is in the candidate site set S but not in N .
The size of the neighborhood corresponding to applying m1, m2 and m3 is O(|S| 2 ). Note that when an overlay node is removed, or a swap is performed, it can be necessary to re-define the allocation of TPs to overlay nodes. Such allocation is performed by means of the algorithms detailed in Section 5.2.1.
Polynomial Size Allocation Neighborhood (PSAN)
For the allocation problem, the set of installed overlay nodes is fixed and the solution is represented by the allocation of each test point to an overlay node. The neighborhood is generated by applying two moves:
• a1: allocate a TP i to an overlay node j different from the one to which it is allocated in the current solution;
• a2: swap the overlay nodes to which any two TPs are allocated; for example, supposing that in the current solution TP i is allocated to overlay node j and TP k is allocated to overlay node l, in the neighboring solution, i is allocated to l and k to j.
The size of this neighborhood is O(|I| 2 ). Note that we accept only swap moves that lead to an improvement in the sum of the allocation costs (i.e., the access and egress costs).
Very Large-Scale Neighborhood (VLSN) for the Allocation Problem
We now define the Cyclic Exchange Neighborhood (CEN) [37, 38] , which is the particular type of Very Large-Scale Neighborhood used in our work. CEN is used to perform cyclic exchanges of test points among a fixed set of overlay nodes.
We first introduce some notation, then we describe how to build the test point improvement graph and how to explore the single test point cyclic exchange neighborhood.
Basic Notation for VLSN
Let F be a feasible solution to the MCSD problem (1)- (7). The set F can be represented as a partition of the test point set I into m subsets, i.e., F = {I 1 , I 2 , ..., I m }, where each subset I j = {i ∈ I : x ij = 1}, corresponds to a potential overlay node and contains the set of TPs assigned to that overlay node in the solution F . Eventually, I j can be empty if no overlay node is installed at candidate site j.
The cost of each subset I j , in terms of the installation and allocation costs (i.e., the access and egress costs), is given by
The cost of the whole partition F is therefore
A solution F is feasible if the following inequality holds for j = 1, ..., m:
The residual capacity r j of each subset I j , i.e., the capacity still available at an overlay node installed at j, is defined as:
In the following, we denote by H(i), i ∈ I, the overlay node serving TP i in the current solution, which we refer to as host node.
Test Point Exchanges
Given a solution F to the SON design problem, the single test point cyclic exchange neighborhood of F is defined as the set of new solutions obtainable from F by exchanging test points among overlay nodes in a cyclic manner. Such a neighborhood is constructed by moving among the overlay nodes single TPs conveniently chosen. The single test point neighborhood is defined in terms of single test point cyclic exchanges as follows.
A single test point cyclic exchange with respect to a solution F is defined as a TP sequence R = (i 1 , i 2 , ..., i q ), such that each TP i r in the sequence is assigned to a different overlay node in F , i.e., H(i r ) = H(i s ) for r = s, r, s = 1, ..., q. The cyclic exchange represents therefore the following exchange of TPs: TP i 1 is relinquished from overlay node H(i 1 ) and assigned to overlay node H(i 2 ), TP i 2 is relinquished from overlay node H(i 2 ) and assigned to overlay node H(i 3 ), and so on until TP i q is relinquished from overlay node H(i q ) and assigned to overlay node H(i 1 ).
A cyclic exchange R is feasible if the capacity constraint of each overlay node involved in the cycle is still respected after the exchange, i.e., if o ir−1 ≤ r H(ir) + o ir for r = 2, ..., q, and
A cyclic exchange R is profitable, with respect to the total allocation cost, if the new solution F ′ obtained from F through R is such that C(F ′ ) < C(F ). Note that the test point cyclic exchange R can be profitable for the allocation problem but not for the MCSD problem as a whole since this latter includes further the inter-overlay node bandwidth costs. Hence, once a profitable cyclic exchange R is found, the total cost of the new solution must be compared with the cost of the current solution to decide whether the cyclic exchange R is really profitable or not for the SON design problem.
Each feasible single test point cyclic exchange generates a new feasible solution F ′ from the current solution F . The set of all the new solutions obtainable from F through a feasible exchange R defines the single test point cyclic exchange neighborhood of F .
In order to efficiently detect improving single test point moves, such a neighborhood is searched only partially using a heuristic approach which detects special negative cost cycles in a suitably defined graph, called the test point improvement graph [37, 38] . The improvement graph along with negative subset-disjoint cycles are described in the following subsections.
The Test Point Improvement Graph
Given a solution F of the MCSD problem, the test point improvement graph relative to F is a directed graph G(F ) = (N (F ), A(F )) defined as follows. The set of nodes N (F ) contains a node, i, for each TP i ∈ I.
The set of arcs A(F ) contains an arc (i, k) for each pair of nodes i and k in N (F ), provided that test points i and k are assigned to two different overlay nodes in F , i.e., H(i) = H(k), and that after the insertion of i in I H(k) and the removal of k from it, the capacity of overlay node H(k) is not exceeded, i.e., o i − o k ≤ r H(k) . An arc connecting two nodes i and k, in fact, signifies that TP i leaves overlay node H(i) and is assigned to overlay node H(k), which in turn relinquishes TP k.
The cost α ik of the arc (i, k) reflects the allocation cost variation of overlay node H(k) and it is therefore defined as:
Negative subset-disjoint cycles
Having provided a description of the test point improvement graph, we can now define negative subsetdisjoint cycles in it. A directed cycle (n 1 , ..., n q ), with n r ∈ N (F ), r = 1, ..., q, in the improvement graph G(F ) associated with solution F , is a negative subset-disjoint cycle if each one of its nodes is associated with a different overlay node and if the sum of the costs of its arcs is negative. It can be shown that the problem of detecting a negative subset-disjoint cycle in G(F ) is equivalent to the problem of finding a feasible profitable multi-exchange for F [39] .
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of feasible cyclic exchanges relative to the current solution F and the set of subset-disjoint cycles in G(F ). Each cyclic exchange is profitable if and only if the corresponding subset-disjoint cycle is negative. In particular, the fact that the test point improvement graph includes only feasible arcs with respect to the capacity constraints ensures that each exchange corresponding to a cycle in G(F ) is a feasible exchange.
Note that the way we define the costs of the arcs in A(F ), considering only test points' allocation costs (access and egress costs), implies that the cost of each cycle in G(F ) reflects only the allocation cost variation of the solution due to the corresponding test point exchanges. Hence, if the cycle cost is negative, the associated exchange is said to be profitable for the SON design problem if and only if the total cost of the corresponding solution, including installation costs, allocation (access/egress) costs and transfer costs, is lower than the cost of the current solution.
Search for negative subset-disjoint cycles
As previously stated, the problem of finding an improving move in the single test point neighborhood can be reformulated as the problem of identifying a negative-cost subset-disjoint cycle in G(F ). This problem is known to be NP-complete [39] .
A heuristic algorithm has been proposed in [38] to detect negative-cost subset-disjoint cycles for the Capacitated Minimum Spanning Tree problem and such algorithm is then used in the Facility Location problem for the same goal [37] . The algorithm is reviewed in the following, and it is based on a modification of the label-correcting algorithm for the shortest path problem where changes are introduced to check for path subset-disjointness.
A label-correcting algorithm determines a shortest path from a specified node s to every other node in the network with arc costs given by α ij .
Two indices are maintained for each node j: d(j), the distance label of node j, and pred(j), the predecessor index of node j. The distance label d(j) is either ∞, indicating that the algorithm has yet to discover a directed path from s to j, or it is the length of some directed path from the origin to node j. The predecessor index, pred(j), records the node prior to node j in the current directed path of length d(j)
The algorithm repeatedly performs distance update steps and terminates when all the arcs satisfy their optimality conditions. To efficiently identify an arc (i, j) violating its optimality condition, the algorithm maintains a list of nodes (LIST) with the property that if an arc (i, j) violates its optimality conditions then LIST must contain node i.
At each iteration, the algorithm selects a node i belonging to LIST, removes it from LIST, and examines it by performing a distance update step for all arcs emanating from such node. To identify valid cycles in the improvement graph, one modification is made in the label-correcting algorithm, enforcing the property that the current directed path P [j] from node s to each node j is a subset-disjoint path, that is, the nodes in the path P [j] belong to different rooted subtrees. To accomplish this, each subtree is assigned a unique label and each node in the subtree gets that label; let L(i) denote this label for node i. While executing the label-correcting algorithm, whenever a node i is removed from LIST, a check is done whether its current path P [i] is a subset-disjoint path, i.e., all nodes in it have different labels. If not, then node i is not examined; otherwise d(i) is set equal to the length of the path P [i], and the arcs emanating from it are examined one by one. While examining the arc (i, j), a check is performed whether d(j) < d(i) + α ij . If this condition is satisfied, the arc (i, j) is skipped and another arc emanating from node i is examined. If d(j) > d(i) + α ij , then the three following cases must be considered:
For each node j:
it is easy to see that this cycle has a negative cost. Hence the cycle identified is a valid cycle.
. In this case, adding arc (i, j) to P [i] creates a subsetdisjoint path P [i] ∪ {(i, j)}. We update d(j) = d(i) + α ij , add node j to LIST, and continue the label-correcting algorithm.
. In this case, adding arc (i, j) to P [i] does not create a subset-disjoint path. We do not update d(j) and continue the label-correcting algorithm.
The modified label-correcting algorithm is applied, as described above, with some node as node s. The algorithm discovers, during its execution, several profitable cyclic or path exchanges or none of them. The algorithm can be further enhanced so that it selects the first profitable exchange, or let it run to completion and select the most profitable exchange.
TS-MCSD: a Very Large-Scale Neighborhood Search Heuristic to Solve the MCSD Problem
To solve the SON design problem, we develop a novel and efficient heuristic (named TS-MCSD) that uses the tabu search approach along with the polynomial size (PSAN and PSLN) and the Cyclic Exchange (CEN) Neighborhood concepts described in Section 4. As stated before, the SON design problem is split into two subproblems: a location problem (i.e., the overlay node installation problem) and an allocation problem (i.e., the problem of allocating a TP to an overlay node). In the location problem it is decided where the overlay nodes should be installed, i.e., using the notation of Section 3, the values of the z j variables are set. In the allocation problem it is determined to which overlay node each TP should be allocated, and at the same time the traffic routing; therefore, in this subproblem, the x ij and f i jl values are set. In summary, the TS-MCSD heuristic (illustrated in the flow diagram of Figure 1 ) proceeds as follows:
• Computing a feasible initial solution.
• Performing an iterative procedure (called Iterative Very Large-Scale Tabu Search, I-VLS-TS) which consists of:
1. an optimization step where the location problem is solved using a tabu search on the polynomial size location neighborhood (PSLN, Section 4.1.1);
2. given the solution obtained in the optimization step, a diversification step is performed using the very large-scale neighborhood search (Section 4.2).
• Performing a post optimization step which consists in applying a local search to the polynomial size allocation neighborhood (PSAN) of the best solution found by the iterative procedure.
The final step is performed only on the PSAN to strike a balance between limiting the overall computation time and trying to improve the solution found so far.
In the following we describe in detail the steps which compose the proposed heuristic. 
Initial Solution
The initial solution is computed by means of the greedy algorithm described in the following.
Given as input the problem parameters (namely: the traffic demand matrix, the costs and the capacity bounds), the algorithm provides an initial feasible solution in which all the test points are allocated. The pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 details how this procedure works.
Starting with an empty set of overlay nodes, a new overlay node is added until we reach a set that provides enough capacity to accommodate the whole flow originated at test points.
Overlay nodes are added according to a function that considers the cost of allocating all TPs to the set of chosen overlay nodes. For each overlay node j, TP i is ordered according to non-decreasing access cost (Access Cost Order, AC ord [i]) and according to non-decreasing amount of flow offered to the network (Traffic Order, T ord [i]). Then, TP i is considered according to a weighted combination of the positions in the described orders, W pos [i] (see Algorithm 1 for details).
All the TPs that can be assigned to the overlay node j without violating its capacity constraint are labeled as covered by j, unless they are already labeled as covered by another overlay node. The overlay node providing the maximum number of covered TPs is chosen and installed.
Once a set of overlay nodes providing enough capacity to accommodate the whole flow is obtained, the allocations are computed by means of a greedy procedure based on the algorithm proposed in [40] to solve the General Assignment Problem. Such greedy procedure is detailed in Algorithm 3 (Section 5.2.1), since it is also used in the optimization step.
If the capacity constraint is satisfied, an initial feasible solution is found, otherwise the solution evaluated is taken as infeasible. In this latter case, other overlay nodes are added to the set of chosen overlay nodes until a feasible solution is obtained. 
Iterative Very Large-Scale Tabu Search
The Iterative Very Large-Scale Tabu Search (I-VLS-TS) is an iterative procedure which consists of an optimization step, where the location problem is solved using a tabu search on the polynomial size location neighborhood (PSLN), and of a diversification step, which is performed applying the cyclic exchange neighborhood (CEN) search to the allocation problem.
CEN is applied to the best solution determined by the tabu search, and it is searched only once in an attempt to obtain a new solution which is both far from the local optimum and cost-decreasing. Note that if the new solution is not profitable in terms of the total cost (indicated by function Cost(·) in Algorithm 2) with respect to the current one, such solution is discarded and the algorithm stops. The pseudo-code of I-VLS-TS is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code specification of I-VLS-TS
Initialize the current solution (x curr ) to the initial solution found using Algorithm 1 Initialize tabu list size and number of iterations for i = 1 to number of iterations do (1) Compute the local minimum (x T S ) using tabu search: x T S = TabuSearch(x curr ) Allocate TPs to overlay nodes using Algorithm 3 (2) Apply once the Cyclic Exchange Neighborhood search to x T S :
In the following, we describe the optimization step which is based on tabu search.
Optimization Step
The optimization step is performed using a tabu search approach and the PSLN neighborhood. The solution is represented by the set of sites in which an overlay node is opened.
Tabu search is a local search based optimization method [41, 42] that can accept cost-increasing solutions in order to escape from local minima. This feature allows the neighborhood search to explore other parts of the solution space.
For each neighborhood, the best neighbor solution is used as new current solution and, if it improves upon the best solution found so far, the best solution is updated. This may cause the algorithm to cycle. To avoid cycles, a memory is kept of the last solutions accepted as current solution, in term of the moves used to transform one solution to the next. When a move is performed, it is considered tabu for the next T iterations, where T is the tabu list length.
A solution produced by a move belonging to the tabu list, which we refer to as tabu move, is discarded. To avoid discarding good solutions, an aspiration criterion is defined: a solution generated by a tabu move is accepted if it satisfies the aspiration criterion. Tabu search stops when it reaches its stopping condition, for instance after a given number of visited neighborhoods without improvement in the best solution found. The tabu search parameters (tabu list dimension, stopping and aspiration criteria) play a fundamental role in implementing such metaheuristic, and in this work they have been set according to computational experience:
• Tabu moves: a tabu move is represented by the node or the nodes involved in the move to be forbidden.
• Tabu list size: a static tabu list is considered containing up to T = 6 moves.
• Stopping criterion: the algorithm stops after 10 consecutive neighborhood searches without improvements in the best solution found.
• Aspiration criterion: a solution generated by a tabu move is accepted if it improves upon the best solution found so far.
Given the set of overlay nodes individuated by tabu search, the allocation of test points to such nodes is performed using the greedy algorithm, presented as Algorithm 3 (see reference [40] oi+di , which takes into account both the allocation costs and the total amount of flow originating from and destined for the test point.
More specifically, the rationale behind dividing access and egress costs by traffic demands is the following: when c A ij and/or c E ji increase, node j should be chosen with less probability, since the access/egress costs deriving from its installation are high; on the other hand, if TP i has a high amount of flow (incoming and/or outgoing, o i + d i ), then the cost of node j in Algorithm 3 is reduced, so that it will be installed with higher probability in order to try to accommodate such traffic.
A test point is allocated to an overlay node if and only if the allocation does not violate the capacity constraint.
For each test point, not yet assigned, the overlay nodes are ordered according to non-decreasing value of v ij . Then, for each test point i the first and the second overlay nodes in the order, t 1 (i) and t 2 (i), are considered. The test point with the maximum value of v it2(i) − v it1(i) is selected and assigned to t 1 (i) if the capacity constraint is satisfied. The main idea behind this procedure is to assign first those test points which would suffer the greatest disadvantage in case they are not assigned to the closest overlay node.
Given as input the set of overlay nodes, the algorithm attempts to allocate all test points to these nodes. If it fails, the set is discarded as infeasible.
Note that we can also compute the exact solution to the allocation problem simply minimizing the allocation costs (access and egress costs) as follows: minimize (3), (4) and (6), where z j is not any more a variable, but a parameter determined solving the location problem: z j = 1 if an overlay node is installed in CS j, z j = 0 otherwise. It turns out that the new network costs computed with the exact model are in all cases at most 0.4% lower than the costs of the networks planned using Algorithm 3, and in several instances they even coincide, at the expense of a higher computation time. For this reason, in the numerical results section we will consider only this latter algorithm for the allocation of TPs to overlay nodes.
Diversification Step
In this step, the Cyclic Exchange Neighborhood of the local optimum determined in the optimization step is searched using the techniques described in Section 4.2, trying to find a new solution that is both far from such local optimum and cost-decreasing.
Post Optimization Step
Finally, in this step we perform a local search of the polynomial size allocation neighborhood (PSAN) of the best solution found by I-VLS-TS in order to improve the chosen assignments. More specifically, starting from the best solution found by the I-VLS-TS procedure, the PSAN is generated and then visited by the local search with the aim of finding a new solution that improves the objective function value.
Numerical Results
In this section we test the sensitivity of the proposed heuristic to different parameters like the number of candidate sites and test points, the traffic demands, the installation as well as the bandwidth costs. We compare the performance of the exact and heuristic approaches for small-size network instances in terms of the obtained results and computation time.
To this end we consider both randomly generated network instances and real ISP topologies provided by Telecom Italia Lab (TILab). Random network topologies are obtained using a custom generator as well as a degree-based generator (BRITE [43, 44] ) which produces topologies with node degree power laws.
To generate random network instances, we have implemented a topology generator which considers a square area with edge equal to 1000, and randomly extracts the position of m candidate sites (CSs) and n test points (TPs). The area is divided into N ISP Internet Service Providers (ISPs); for the sake of simplicity in this paper we consider N ISP = 25 ISPs obtained by dividing the whole area into L × L squares, with L = 200.
We assume that each TP can be connected to a CS only if the CS is at a distance not greater than r from the TP, with r = 200 and 400 for sparse and dense networks, respectively. As for the connectivity parameters between different CSs, we assume that each CS can be directly connected with an overlay link to any other CS (i.e., b jl = 1, ∀j, l ∈ S); this allows our model to investigate all possible link configurations to find the optimal overlay topology. If not specified differently, the installation cost of an overlay node is equal to 10 monetary units. As for the access and egress cost, we assume they are fixed and equal to 1 monetary unit per Mb/s. The maximum access capacity of an overlay node j (Γ j ) is set to 50 Mb/s for all j ∈ S.
Finally, the maximum number of iterations used in the I-VLS-TS algorithm (the "number of iterations" parameter in Algorithm 2) is set to 10.
Obviously, none of the above assumptions affects the proposed model and heuristic which are general and can be applied to any problem instance and network topology.
Identifying candidate sites can be a difficult task in real ISP networks. To solve this problem, a topology-aware node placement heuristic could be used, as proposed in [24] , to decide the potential locations for overlay nodes inside an ISP. Such techniques can be used together with our heuristic and model, thus representing a further research topic worth pursuing.
All the results reported hereafter are the optimal and approximate solutions of the considered instances obtained, respectively, by formalizing the proposed model in AMPL [45] and solving it with CPLEX 9.1 [46] , or using the proposed heuristic approach. The workstations used were equipped with an Intel Pentium 4 (TM) processor with CPUs operating at 3 GHz, and with 1024 Mbyte of RAM. For each random network scenario, the results are obtained averaging each point on 10 network instances, while for real ISP topologies we provide the exact results obtained by solving the instances provided by the ISP.
Effect of the Traffic Demands: Random network instances
We first consider the SON design problem in a random network scenario with n = 20 TPs. Each test point offers the same amount of traffic w ik . Figure 2 reports an example of the planned networks when applying the SON design model to the same instance with m = 40 candidate sites and with two different requirements on the end-user traffic, w ik = 500 kb/s and w ik = 1 Mb/s for all TPs. The test point coverage radius r is equal to 200. CSs and TPs are represented with circles and triangles, respectively. As expected, increasing the traffic demands forces the model to install a higher number of overlay nodes and links to convey the traffic towards the destinations. Table 1 analyzes the characteristics of the solutions of the MCSD model and the TS-MCSD heuristic in the same scenario when varying the number of candidate sites. For each couple (m, w ik ) and optimization algorithm, the table reports the number of installed overlay nodes (N R ) and links (N L ), the total network cost and the computation time (measured in seconds) to obtain the solution.
For small instances (m = 30 − 80) we could obtain the exact solutions with the MCSD model, which enabled a comparison between the TS-MCSD heuristic and optimal integer solutions; column gap reports the average percentage gap between the cost provided by TS-MCSD and the optimal cost obtained with the MCSD model. This gap shows how close is TS-MCSD to the optimum obtained by the integer model, in terms of the objective function value. Furthermore, column "Max gap" reports the maximum percentage gap observed for each scenario, to account for worst-case scenarios. Note that solving the MCSD model for dense networks (i.e. r = 400), requires an extremely long computation time even for very small m values, so that only the proposed heuristic can be applied in practice.
Three main results come from the observation of the table: first, the very same effect of traffic increase observed in Figure 2 is evident also on averaged results; in fact, the number of installed nodes and links increases when increasing the traffic demands.
Second, for a given traffic value, increasing the number of CSs (m) increases the solution space; as a consequence, the model favors the solutions providing connectivity that have a lower impact on the network cost, which in turn decreases with m.
Finally, the proposed heuristic performs very close to the optimal solutions (less than 2% for w ik = 500 kb/s and less than 4% for w ik = 1 Mb/s), and the computation time is small for all the tested instances. Furthermore, we verified that in several network instances TS-MCSD solved the SON design problem to the optimum. We then recomputed the optimal solutions with a 2% gap using CPLEX. Table 2 reports the cor-responding numerical results, which show that the computation time saving can be consistent, but the overall computation time tends to increase dramatically for increasing m values, so that solving the MCSD model becomes impractical. In the same network scenario we compared our proposed heuristic with two other variants, viz. tabu search (without VLSN), which is implemented simply dropping step (2), the CEN search, from Algorithm 2, as well as a VLSN local search (without tabu search). Numerical results indicate that TS-MCSD achieves an average cost reduction of 14% with respect to the first approach, and of approximately 20% with respect to the second. The maximum gaps (which were measured for w ik = 1M b/s and for large network instances) were equal to 31% and 42%, respectively, thus confirming the effectiveness of our proposed approach in planning cost-efficient SONs.
Finally, we considered a variation of this network scenario with large-size instances containing n = 100 TPs. The results obtained using the TS-MCSD heuristic are shown in Tables 3 and 4 for r = 200 and 400, respectively, with m ranging from 100 to 500 and for different w ik values. These results are in line with the observations reported above. Since for r = 400 the solution space is larger than in the r = 200 case, TS-MCSD plans Service Overlay Networks with a lower cost. Table 3 : Large-size instances: solutions provided by the TS-MCSD heuristic, with 100 TPs and r = 200 (sparse networks). Table 4 : Large-size instances: solutions provided by the TS-MCSD heuristic, with 100 TPs and r = 400 (dense networks). 
Effect of the Traffic Demands: Power Law topologies
To better capture the power law distributions for node degrees that characterize Internet topologies, we further considered BRITE, a degree-based topology generator [43, 44] . BRITE was used to generate power law topologies with 500 CSs and 20 TPs on a square area with edge equal to 1000; the Barabási − Albert model [47] was adopted with default parameters provided by BRITE and an average node degree equal to 10. The bandwidth cost matrix was generated as for the custom topology generator. Table 5 illustrates the numerical results obtained with such topologies, with an offered traffic w ik equal to 500 and 1000 kb/s. The results confirm the behavior already observed for the random instances obtained with the custom generator, where the number of installed overlay nodes and links increases with increasing traffic demands. Table 5 : Power Law topologies: solutions provided by the TS-MCSD heuristic in the topologies with node degree power laws generated using BRITE, with 500 CSs and 20 TPs. Note that doubling the offered traffic in power law topologies forces the heuristic to install proportionally more nodes and links with respect to random topology scenarios. This is mainly due to the fact that when traffic increases, the capacity of heavily clustered nodes is exhausted, and the heuristic must search entirely new paths (installing new overlay nodes and links) to accommodate and route the traffic from origin to destination. In fact, in power law topologies created by the Barabási − Albert model, paths typically converge through few "hub" nodes, with large node degree, and less alternate paths exist with respect to random topologies generated as we detailed at the beginning of this section. In this latter case, the heuristic can find more easily alternate nodes and links (already installed) so that the incremental number of nodes and links is less important in these topologies.
Effect of the Bandwidth and Installation Costs
We evaluate the effect of the bandwidth cost as well as the nodes' installation cost on our model's performance, considering a random network scenario with n = 100 TPs and m = 100 CSs. The offered traffic w ik is equal to 50 kb/s and we consider dense networks with r = 400. The solution, and in particular the number of installed nodes and links, intuitively depends on two factors: the ratio β between the overlay nodes' installation cost and the bandwidth reservation cost, and the ratio δ between the cost of a link connecting two CSs which belong to different ISPs and that of a link connecting two CSs belonging to the same ISP. Tables 6 and 7 report the results obtained varying, respectively, the parameters β and δ. Table 6 shows that if the cost of installing an overlay node decreases with respect to the bandwidth reservation cost, the proposed heuristic tends to install more overlay nodes. Note that the computation time of the TS-MCSD heuristic is short.
Similarly, when δ increases, we observe that our heuristic tends to deploy less overlay nodes and links, thus diminishing the number of longer (and costlier) links that traverse different ISPs in the planned SON. This behavior is reflected in the numerical results reported in Table 7 . Table 6 : Variable cost ratio β: solutions provided by the TS-MCSD heuristic with 100 TPs, 100 CSs, w ik =50 kb/s and r = 400 (dense networks). 
Real ISP Topologies
Finally, we considered three diverse ISP topologies which have been provided by Telecom Italia Lab (TILab). Table 8 lists, for each topology, the number of test points (n) and candidate sites (m), the overlay node installation cost (c I j ) and capacity (Γ j ). All candidate sites have the same installation cost Table 7 : Variable cost ratio δ: solutions provided by the TS-MCSD heuristic with 100 TPs, 100 CSs, w ik =50 kb/s and r = 400 (dense networks). and the same capacity. The traffic demands (which are not symmetric, i.e. w ik is in general different from w ki ), the number and location of TPs and CSs, the access/egress costs and the transport costs are those provided by TILab for each network instance. Table 9 shows the results obtained using the TS-MCSD heuristic on the TILab network instances. Note that in all such real scenarios the proposed heuristic solved the MCSD problem with almost negligible computation time, thus representing a practical solution for the planning of SONs. The table further reports, in the last column (gap IS ), the percentage improvement obtained by I-VLS-TS (the iterative procedure) with respect to the initial solution computed using Algorithm 1. The measured improvements (up to 45%) were obtained in average within the first 2 steps, with a maximum of 6 steps, which justifies our choice of setting to 10 the number of iterations of I-VLS-TS. and cost reduction factors are quite limited, thus suggesting that these are not the major cost factors for such network topologies. Finally, note that also for such network instances the computation time of our proposed heuristic is very short. 
Conclusion
In this paper we addressed the topology design problem for Service Overlay Networks in terms of deciding the number and location of the overlay nodes to be deployed and the assignment of users to overlay nodes, in order to minimize the total network installation cost.
To this end, we proposed a novel optimization model based on mathematical programming that provides a bound to the performance achievable by any optimization algorithm.
Furthermore, we developed a novel and efficient heuristic approach that uses tabu search along with polynomial size and very large-scale neighborhoods. The very large-scale neighborhood is used to perform the diversification step on the best solution obtained by tabu search.
The numerical results we gathered show that our heuristic obtains good solutions even for large-scale instances in a short computation time, and that it is able to capture the effect on the overlay topology configuration of all the considered network parameters, thus providing a promising framework for the design of SONs.
